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Now you can take any of these samples and use them to record your own tracks. Edirol Professional
Included in the new Edirol HQ-OR, is the Edirol Professional software synthesizer, complete with a
powerful step sequencer, extensive editing tools, extensive sample-recording capabilities and more. Step
Sequencer - The step sequencer makes it easy to create full tracks in a few clicks. Simply choose any one
of the 50 preset steps or use the step sequencer as an unlimited tool to write your own sequences. The step
sequencer allows you to record your own samples and even export them as a MIDI file. Arpeggiator With the arpeggiator, you can easily create complex chords and patterns and the time signature can be
displayed at any time. Advanced Editing Tools - Create layered sounds easily by connecting two
waveforms and adjusting the rate of the second waveform in relation to the first. Edirol AutoP Station The Edirol AutoP Station allows you to store, edit and export your own samples in up to eight different
formats: WAV, MP3, WAV (PCM), MP3 (PCM), FMT, MS/AA, CD Audio and AU. Edirol Music
Station - The Music Station is a professional music production system, made for recording, editing and
mixing with other music software. Connect your computer via USB and use the MultiTAP technology to
record, edit and mix sounds. Edirol Lab - The Edirol Lab is a PC compatible audio/MIDI interface which
lets you connect all your favourite music and sound-making software to your computer. You can add up to
24 channels of audio and MIDI functionality to your PC. Edirol Program Change - This program change
unit allows you to load programs from different products. Simply press the button on the front and select
the desired program, the name of the program appears on the top display on the Edirol. Edirol Keybed The new Edirol Keybed allows you to perform live with four different keys (letter, number, function and
shift). Edirol Mixing Station - The new Mixing Station is a stereo audio mixer with an eight input and four
output signal chain. The Mixing Station has a separate loop to each input channel, while the Master
Output allows you to record and mix your signal with a selected monitor level.
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